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About the Event

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Tolling related technologies have made tremendous progress over the past decade, and
today developing and implementing a nationwide solution presents fewer technological risks
than was the case 10-15 years ago. Nevertheless, the Capital Expenditure and Operational
Expenditure remain a significant hurdle for many road agencies. The decision about which
technology to adopt is often informed by the number of segments to be tolled, the type of
road infrastructure, the targeted type of vehicles and their volume, and the expected scalability
of the system. It is therefore essential for road agencies to carefully consider the system they
want to have in place prior to large-scale investment decisions.

COURSE OBJECTIVES
• Get a current overview of financing and operational models in the road sector
• Provide objective and technology-neutral information and knowledge to successfully
introduce an eTolling scheme for trucks and light vehicles
• Provide updated knowledge on possibilities and challenges in Electronic Toll Collection
(ETC), Road User Charging, Mobility Pricing, eVignette and eTolling segments
• Identify the most critical points and risks to overcome in developing a tolling scheme
• Learn how to migrate existing plaza-based / cash-based toll collection into free flow, noncash mode of operation
• Understand the constraints and benefits raised by regulatory regimes applicable to setting
tariffs
•

Present methodologies applied by governments which were successful and illustrate the
content with real business cases from around Europe.

TARGET AUDIENCE
• National & State Public Officials and other Regional Transportation Authorities
• Road and Transport Authorities / Agencies
• Road and Toll Operators
• Private Consultants & Contractors
• Infrastructure Developers
• Infrastructure Funds / Financial Institutions
• Senior Financial & Legal Advisors, Technical Advisors , Insurers, Modelers
• Research Institutes
• Asset management specialists
• Transport Research Academia
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